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WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, NOVEMBER 9, 1932
Welcome is the four-year respite
from the political harangues to
which we have been subjected since
the two great political conventions
last June launched their candidates
upon our unsuspecting and usually, unwilling ears.
The time has happily arrived
when we may offer our congratulations to the victor—with every
hope that his defeated verbose and
forensically inclined co-aepirartts
to the highest office .of the land
will accept their fate in good taste
and j^etire from the microphones
of the nation without a struggle.
Current opinion has expressed
the optimistic view that the country would not have lost so much,
regardless of the final swing of
the ballot-count; Roosevelt is endowed with the most poignant personality of any candidate, Hoover
is the one who had experience in
the office being (Contested, and,
to round the circle remaining fair
to all, Norman Thomas is the
foremost speaker of the three.
Last-minute sidelights on preI, election events: No major elecI tion is complete without an undercover attempt to injure some one
of the candidates, and to President
, Hoover fell the honor of carrying
i that burden in the late contest; an
* attempt was made to tamper with
the rails over which the presi' dent's special train traveled enJ route between St. Louis and St.
Paul. The plot was detected in
time to avert the plotted catastro: phe, and the suspects lodged in
the Beloit, Wis., jail.
11 Norman Thomas failed to regisn ter during registration week in
; New York City and consequently
1 was unable to vote yester'^ay;
Governor Roosevelt cast his bal
J lot without ceremony; and Presi
L; dent Hoover concluded his active
>• campaign for re-election in Palo
- Alto, California, where he fulfilled one of his duties as an American citizen as he voted at his
. home polling place.

I

Radio has achieved a signal victory in reporting the elections to
the eager nation. Twelve years
ago station KDKA in Pittsburgh
broadcast the returns to the handful of thrilled amateurs who possessed the receiving apparatus
necessary to hear the station,
that group knew definitely of
Harding's victory over Cox before
the rest of the world had lear
of it through the medium of the
press.
Last night hundreds of transmitting centers relegated previously scheduled programs to "Secoml rating as they provided lastminute figures from the entire
country and advised their millions
of listeners of the progress of th
ballot - counting throughout the
country.
Differing regulations governing
the vote tabulations in various
states accounted for the irregularity of returns throughout the evening and early morning.
The New England reports were
most plentiful in the early evening
hours because in many cases the
precincts are privileged to count
their ballots as soon as the completed registered electorate has
voted, an easily followed procedure in the rural districts; most of
the northeastern states close their
polls early, and the final results
are available in good time.
The complete lack of returns
from Kentucky was due to a new
law in the state prohibiting the
tabulation of the vote until ten
o'clock of the morning following
election day; this statute earned
for Kentucky the doubtful honor
of being last to report definitely
its electoral choice, usui-ping the
position usually held by the Pacific Coast states, where the polls
remain open until 11 P. M. Eastern Time.

Urged To
IS WILL Students
File Papers Earlier
BE SEEN HEUE
D U I G WEEK
Observations To Be Made By
Groups Throughout
Entire State
A brilliant shower of Meteors is
expected on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday nights of next week,
Nov. 14, 15, 16, from midnight until down. Rollins is co-operating
with the American Meteor Society
and other observers all over the
country in a program of observing
and mapping meteor paths.
The college is pairing with the
University of Florida as it is just
about the right distance apart to
enable both colleges to get the
most valuabe kind of duplicate observatons, from which new data
about the meteor stream can be
calculated.
The shower is expected to be at
its height on Tuesday night,
though it is safest to be there
Monday and Wednesday as well.
The meteors do not usually come
in numbers until after midnight
and the hours set for observation
are from 12 to 4 A. M.
Volunteers are wanted to help
make observations. At least eight
men are needed for Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, and four for
Sunday and Thursday. Anyone
willing should see Prof. Dreier in
Knowles 507 or 520. There will
be a meeting of observers next
Monday in Knowles 520 at 10 A.
M. Watch the Calendar for announcements.
Unfortunately, meteoric showers
cannot be predicted with the same
certainty as eclipses but the
chances may be judged from the
following history of the famous
Leonid showers. The shower at
its best is so brilliant that it made
a great impression on people of
medieval tim^s and there are records of it as far back at 585 A. D,
The shower occurs about the mid(Continued on Page 2)

Staff of Rollins Pictorial
Holds First Meeting
Thursday evening at Sparrell
the first meeting of the Rollins
Pictorial took place.
Students
participating signed up under the
particular staff in which they were
most interested. Election to the
staffs is on a competitive basis.
The management of the publication is directed by three staffs:
The editorial staff, of which Reginald Clough is temporary chairman; the pictorial staff, and the
business staff, now under the temporary, chairmanship of Sydney
Carter.
Other members of the editorial
staff consist of Frank Hughes,
Sterling Olmsfeead, Jean Parker,
Howard Showalter, and Carol Marion. Those choosing the pictorial
taff are Anna Jeanne Pendexter,
H. P. Abbott, Rogene Corey, Mary
Tayot, Nancy Gantt, Lenox Allen.
Those who have elected the business staff as their field are Jeanne
Fontaine, Edith
Stephan, P a t
Loughrey, Jane Welhoff, and Mary
Hoffman.
I'ork has been already started
the publication. Some of the
pictures are now in. It has been
decided that the first issue will
me out Decemoer 5th.
The publication has been enuraged by President Holt.

An unwisely named institute of
higher learning, "Depression Colnjlege," had a very unsuccessful in^^ception recently in Virginia. The
^Uplan to be followed was co-operative in nature, teachers giving
their services in return for board
Dove House Is Erected
and Igdging, and students paying
l a minimum tuition fee but aiding
Newport, R. I. (UP)—A 16-room
I in chores around the school.
dove house is being erected on
fashionable Bellevue Avenue in
s society resort. It will shelter
The originator of the idea of
i scores of imported pigeons
''slump education" was formerly
ned by Maxim Karolik, Russian
Professor of Economics at Springartist.
(Continued on Page 3)

''Philip Goes Forth'' Given
j^

^ ^ ^ - ^ Russell

The chairman of the board of
admissions to the upper division
urges candidates to get papers in
earlier and in better form than
they have been.
Papers have
shown hurried preparation whereas they require time and thoughtful consideration.
The students should not attempt
to do it in one day or even two,
for in the end if the papers are
not satisfactory to the board they
will be returned to the candidate
for revision. Students who expect
to enter the upper division during
the winter term must have their
papers in thirty days before appearing before the board. The
dead line on papers for the next
term is November the twentyfourth.

By HAROLD SPROUL
Friday night in the Annie Russell Theatre the Rollins Players
presented "Philip Goes Forth" by
George Kelly.- The play is thin
gruel. Kelly had a dramatic idea,
the falsity in the conflict of father and son over the son's halfbaked determination to be a playwright resolved by experience and
second-thought honesty . so that
Business lives happily ever after;
but the idea remains academic.
The author evidently does not
know it as a pattern of complex
organic experience. He takes this
notebook idea and contrives a sequence of speeches that support it
with a weak, circumstantial plausibility. If stretched end to end,
the unsuggestive filler-stuff—the
won't-you-sit-down and thank-youI-will's—would make a sizable act
in themselves. Even the more significant lines are without suggestive richness. The idea and the
lay are certainly like life, but life
itself is something else again. Mr.
Kelly has done all the conscientious work his Philip does not do.
Resolution Passed Against But what of it? He aims at plausibility and misses comic truth.
Labor Ruling
Professional actors could make
such a play superficially amusing
The recent ruling by the U. S, by tricks of the trade. There are
Department of Labor denying the
privilege of employment, even part
time to foreign students in Ame
can colleges has been protested
a resolution passed by the faculty
of Rollins College, President Holt
has announced.
The resolution of protest declares that the decision by the Labor Department "is sure to be reFellowships Available For
sented and misunderstood in forStudents Abroad
eign countries, thus furthering international ill will," and that such
a decision is "sure to work great
Under the auspices of the variinjustice and hardship on many de- ous student exchanges of the Insirable foreign students."
stitute of International Education
For the present, President Holt at New York, a limited number of
reported, the new ruling does not fellowships are available for study
affect Rollins College directly as abroad. These fellowships, which
the only student listed as a "for- are available and offered in Auseign student" this year has been tria, Czecho Slovakia, France, Gerhere long enough to be exempt many, Hungary, Italy, Spain, and
from the restriction. Rollins us- Switzerland, cover board, lodging,
ually has from eight to fifteen and tuition in the majority of
foreign students but has eliminat- cases. The candidate, must, howed foreign student scholarships this ever, be prepared to pay his own
year in its financial retrenchment traveling and incidental expenses
which amount to approximately
efforts.
The resolution passed by the $600 as a rule.

HOLT AiOUNGES
FACULI! PROTEST

Theatre

ways to point up a catchy line, or
even a won't-you-sit-down so that
one gets a glaze of illusion; and
the tempo could be speeded up by
piling speech on speech to dazzle
the audience and create a continuity false to speech motivation.
Our amateurs, bless them, tried to
do a sincere job. The result is one
of the occasional ironies of virtue.
Without the compulsion of a
play in which the characters are
more than they say, the actors'
weaknesses often exposed the underlying emptiness and confessed
the author's attempts to jack up
the interest by unnecessary stuff.
They found it impossible to justify the neatly planted suicide
shot even though Mr. Curry had
been quite adequately melancholy
and annoyed at the piano.
The character part of Mrs. Oliver, the barefaced liar and siren of
the drawing room, brightly though
a shade too deliberately played by
Eleanor Wright, afforded one of
the few good stretches in the play.
Kelly knew this only too well, for
he had her rattle on long after
there was any real dramatic use
for her.
.
Even more impressive than Miss
Wright's glittering characteriza(Continued on Page 3)

EXGiNGES ARE iSIGAL INTEREST
GIVEN IN EUROPE VASTLY INCREASED

Rollins faculty follows:
"Whereas the decision of the
Department of Labor that all nonquota foreign students in America
who defray their expenses in whole
or in part by work must be deported, apd
"Whereas, such a decision is sure
to be resented an8 misunderstood
in foreign countries, thus furthering international ill will, and
"Whereas, such a decision is sure
to work great injustice and hardship on many desirable foreign
students now in American colleges
and universities, be it
"RESOLVED, that the faculty
of Rollins College respectfully protests against this ruling to the Secretary of Labor, and that copies of
this resolution be sent to the President of the United States, to the
two Senators from the State of
Florida, and to our Representatives
Congress."

The requirements for eligibility
are;
Citizenship in the United
States or its possessions; holder of
a degree of an instiution of recognized standing, or a senior who
will receive a degree prior to entering upon the fellowship; good
moral character, intellectual ability, and suitable personal qualities;
a certificate of good health; ability to do independent study and
research; practical reading, writing, and speaking knowledge of the
foreign country in which the award
is made.
All applications must be filed
before February 1st, except in the
case of Germany, which must be
turned in before January 15. All
tudents who are interested, may
secure additional inf^irmation and
dvice from Dean Anderson's office.

November Issue of
Flamingo To Have
Niece of Dr. Ward
Debate on Ratting
Visits During Week

Mr. and Mrs. Francisco J. Manique made a short visit to the
college this week on their way to
inter home in Santa Barbara, California.
Mrs.
Manrique is the niece of
the late Dr. George Morgan Ward,
ner president of Rollins Col, and they were particularly
see the pulpit in the
Knowles Memorial Chapel, which
in memory of Dr. Ward.
They were highly enthusiastic
over the picture of Dr. Ward in
the Library, and the Chapel, especcially the pulpit and the Spanish
lectern. They were sorry not to
be able to see Mr. Hanna, whom
they had been anxious to see beof Mr. Hanna's late visit to
Spain, of which country Mr. Manrique is a native.

The Flamingo, literary magazine
of Rollins College, will be issued
the fifteenth of each month.
staff consists of Betty Childs,
editor; Alice Lee Swan, Robert
Black, Warren Apgar, Beth Cutsr, and Jack Ott.
This month's issue will contain
most interesting discussion on
Ratting." It seems as though
ratting has been a rather delicate
subject this year, both to the upclassmen and the freshmen.
article will, naturally, have
pro and con of this seemingly
universal interest on the campus.
Charlie Katzman, one of the
several football heroes, who gradted last year, has an article on
3 "great game" in this first ise. Other stories and poems by
5 students will afford good reading matter to the college.

Thursday Seminars Attended
By Many People
Attendance at the musical appreciation seminar held at the
Annie Russell Theatre Thursdays
from 10:30 to 11:30, has increased with each meeting.
People
coming from Jacksonville, Daytona, and other towns show there
is a wide interest in this purely
cultural course, which, according
to Mr. Clemens' knowledge, is the
only one of its kind given at any
school in the country.
The main object of the 30 programs given each year is to teach
intelligent
listening to music.
However, there are biographical
and explanatory programs, programs consisting of the actual history of music, and programs presenting different types of music
as they were originally written,
all of which are definitely organized.
The faculty takes part largely
in the programs except in the case
of symphonies when phonograph
records are used.
Attendance of those students interested is not compulsory at each
meeting and it is not necessary to
carry this seminar for credit, but
it is an unusual opportunity for
all Rollins students to attend when
they can.

Speakers Come Back
From Debate With
Emory University
Maurice Dreicer and Stewart
Eaton, members of the varsity debate team, are returning today
from a debate tour in Georgia.
They debated Monday with Emory University men at Emory,
upholding the re-election of President Hoover.
Monday night Dreicer debated
at the oratorical contest at Athens with other men from leading
colleges of the South.

Jitney Players Will Visit Rollins College On November 19th

TO
ENTER CONTEST
Rollins Conservatory Holds
Interscholastic Meet
High school students throughout the State of Florida have been
invited to participate in an interscholastic musical contest to be
conducted by the Rollins College
Conservatory of Music on April
14 and 15, 1933, it is announced.
Every senior high school equipped to do so may send a girls'
glee club, boys' glee club, mixed
glee club, orchestra, and three solo
performers to enter the divisions
of piano, violin, and voice. Those
that cannot take part in all the
events may send representatives
to as many as they desire.
Harve Clemens, chairman of the
Conservatory of Music, will be in
charge of the contest. More than
five months is allowed for the
preparation of suitable contest
numbers for the glee- clubs and
orchestras, and for preliminary local contests to determine who shall
enter the solo divisions at Winter
Park. The time set for the final
contest is one of unusual activity
on the Rollins campus, and the
guests of the Conservatory will
have an interesting glimpse into
college life. Special features of
entertainment are also being planned.
The first prize in each class of
solo performance will be a full tuition scholarship f<7r one. year at
Rollins College. The other prizes
will be valued trophies, and since
the Conservatory plans to make
the contest an annual event, it is
expected that competition will be
keen.

O.D.K. Will Assume
Charge of Ratting
Remainder of Year
At the last official r a t court,
held Friday, Nov. 4, it was announced that O.D.K. will take
charge of all further ratting for
the year.
'' »
The purpose of this move, as 0 .
D.K. president Ed Cruger stated,
was to systematize ratting, which
has heretofore been quite haphazard. A meeting of all new students was held Monday, Nov. 7,
in the Annie Russell Theatre and
the policies of the year were explained.
There will be a series of freshman-sophomore rushes later, the
first of these to be held between
the halves of the Rollins-Miami
Homecoming game, between two
picked teams from these classes,
of about twenty-five men each. The
outcome of these contests will directly determine how long ratting
will last.

Back to Big Ben
Speech Association •
We have decided that this modElects Professor I ern science ain't so hot. Thursday night the storm cut off the
Pierce President electricity. Since it is expected
Professor Pierce was elected
president of the Florida Teachers
of Speech Association Saturday,
November 5, at Southern College.
Other officers elfected were Miss
Myra R. Liley, West Palm Beach,
secretary; and Miss Mildred Murphy, Orlando, vice-president.

i S S RUSSELL
PLANS SERIES
OF NEW PLAYS

and carried out, that we of Rollins
are modern students with young
and modern ideas, most of us have
acquired those beautifully silent
alarm clocks. However Big Ben
proved the safest. Friday morning, no one got up for class. No
electricity—no class! WHAT TO
DO ABOUT I T ?

When the Jitney Players, that
company of professional actors
and actresses who bring the best
drama of all times to the schools
and colleges throughout the East
and South, appear at the Annie
Russell Theatre on November 19,
they will present an old-time melodrama, "The Murder in the Red
Barn."
This production is announced as
the first in the Professional Artists Series being arranged personally by Miss Annie Russell, the
director of the Theatre, for the
current season.
"The Murder in the Red Barn"
will bring back to many the theatre of the past, to those of the
younger generation it will reveal
the changes that the drama has
undergone during the past 50
years. To all it will bring amuse-'
ment and thrills.
The Jitney
Players present this drama with
all its old-time melodramatic appeal, with all the furbelows t h a t
the theatre used to dress its plays
in. Besides the play there are the
entre-act divertissements, that are
an evening's entertainment
in
themselves. There is the famous
quartette of "Come, Birdie, Come"
that has been stopping the play
since it was first given by The Jitney Players six seasons ago, and
every season since. Then we have,
as the program tells us, the Gentlemen of the Company rendering
"Man the Life Boats," and as a
further favor the Jitney tenor will
carol the famous ballad, "The Fatal Wedding."
When the Jitney Players present
(Continued on Page 5)

ORGAN VESPERS
WILL BE HELD
Kay Goss, Violinist, To Assist
Herman Siewert
In the organ vesper service for
this afternoon Mr. Merman Siewert will be assisted by Katherine
Goss, violinist, in the following
program:
1. Fantasy on "Ton-y-Botel"—
T. T. Nobel. (Many years ago a
bottle was found washed on the
beach of the little town of Kidwaly, and in it was sealed this
tune. Hence its name, "Tune in
a Bottle." It is believed that a
Welch sailor composed it, and on
becoming shipwrecked cast it into
the sea, thinking it worthy of a
chance to live.)
2. From the Southland—H. B.
Gaul. (The themes used are from
negro plantation songs.)
3. Minuet (from Symphony in
E flat)—Mozart.
4. Violin—a. Viennese—Godowsky-Kreisler. b. La Fille aux Cheveux de Lin—Debussey-Hartmann.
5. A Song Without Words
(Love Song)—Homer Bartlett.
6. Paen — H. Alexander Mathews.
Mr. Bruce Dougherty is expected
to sing in the program Friday
which will be an Armistice Day
program probably consisting of:
1. Fantasy, "Hymn of Glory"—
Pietro Yon, dedicated to the American Legion.
2. Lotus Land—Cyril Scott.
3. Quartet from "Rigoletto"—
Verdi.
4. Ye Who Have Y.earned Alone
—Tachaikowski.
5. Voice.
6. Remininces of World War
Days (Reveille, There's a Long,
Long Trail a Winding, Just a
Baby's Prayer at Twilight, Keep
the Home Fires Burning, Taps).
7. Piece Heroique — C e s a r
Franck.

TWO

THE ROLLINS

STOOENT REVIEWS RANDOM COMMENTS
FIRST PROOUGTION
By GORDON JONES

SANDSPUR

Florida Will Be Able
To Observe Shower of
Meteors During Week

WORLD FLASHES
. FROM THE UNITED PRESS-

(Continued from Page 1)
j New York, Nov. 9 (UP)—Gov.
But it isn't hopes—it's votes that
Franklin D. Roosevelt has been
tell!
die of November and comes once elected president in a Democratic
Pl^y Given Friday Evening
every 33 years, though sometimes landside which appears to be the
AFTERWORD:
it may be good in two or three greatest electoral majority in
Disappoints Audience
Oh would that I all votes might
successive years.
history.
A Democratic victory
Whoever win, this thing is sure:
cast
It is known to have occured in also swept them into control of
By ROB-ROY MIZE
The other gets left out;
To save our ship of state!
the following years: 902, 931, 934, both houses of Congress.
When
George Kelley wrote When March begins, the new
If Hoover's reign should breath^ 1002, 1101, 1202, 1366, 1533, 1602,
Such stalwarts of Republicanism
"Philip Goes Forth" the effect
tenure
its last.
1698, 1766, 1799, 1832, 1833, 1866,
as Senator James Watson (Ind.),
was rather like a skyrocket in
Will start off with a shout.
We face a sorry fate.
1867, 1868. Both in 1799 and 1833
Senator
George Moses (N. H.),
rain. The start left nothing to be
the showers were of extraordinary
desired, but the rest of the play And who can tell? Two years
But when the smoke has cleared brilliance so that the whole sky Senator Reed Smoot (Utah), who
has
been
in the Senate for 29
was a fizzling out process. It left
from now
away
was lighted up. Humbolt, an eyeyears, and Senator Wesley Jones
one expecting something that :
We may not care who won.
And all the voting's done,
witness in 1799, records that thou(Wash.),
also
went down with
er happened.
Both can do well, and both know I fear that I shall meekly say,
sands of meteors and fireballs
President Hoover.
Perhaps this was one of the
how
"I think he should have won.
e visible so that no part of the
Hoover
was
sure
of only six
sons why "Philip Goes Forth" was,
To leave a job well done.
sky as large as twice the moon's
states early today with a total of
in the main, disappointing. It
diameter was not filled at each in.
There
ends
the
poesy
dept.
for
69
electoral
votes
as
compared
to
the kind of a play that one is pre- Now let us glance at what we find
stant by a meteor or fireball.
the week.
Roosevelt with 42 states and a topared to sit back and enjoy, but
Laid out for us to see.
The largest fireballs appeared
Please
be
indulgent
if
the
atrotal
of
461
votes.
The
states
conthe enjoyment never came. In- And if by chance my fates are
big as the full moon and often
cious verses miss striking your
ceded to the President were Pennstead, one was forced to sit on the
kind,
burst, leaving bright trains behind
edge of the seat and try to figure
This guess will quite right be: fancy, or the election. While you them that lasted fifteen or twen- sylvania, Maine, Vermont, Conare reading the "phophecy" after
out what was going on. There
ty minutes. In 1833 the spectacle
the big day is over, just rememwas a feeling of tension and i:
TUNE: "BETTY CO-ED"
vas just as brilliant, in 1866, someber that, be it right or wrong, it
herence, caused partly by the
Oh, Roosevelt has all the Southvhat less so. Great preparations
of necessity written before
adequate play itself, but also by
land for him.
vere made in 1899 after a small
results were known, and mis
the failure of the pivot actors to While dear old Hoover has New
hower in 1898. Disappointment
takes will happen.
do what they could have done with
England tied;
vas keen when no shower came
Pi Gamma Mu held its regular
their parts.
And Roosevelt's
and only the end of it was seen in
monthly meeting in the choir room
The leading man seemed to be
If an unbiased observer and sam- , fairly good display in 1901.
ew York,
of the chapel last Tuesday morntrying to remember lines, and he While Jersey goes to Herbert
pler of beanery fare may offer
The main portion of the Leonid
spoke to the maid with the same
an opinion without incurring any- tream had apparently been de- ing at 9:30. It was decided that
Hoover's side.
the group would sponsor a round
dispassionate voice with which he Franklin D. Roosevelt's got Cali- one's enmity as a buttinsky, that
flected by the planet Jupiter.
table discussion of social science
was supposed to fume a t his faopinion
will
be
just
this:
fornia,
These calculations, although made
problems with the faculty memther. Burleigh Drummond, lead- And Iowa is Democratic, too;
If the care given the extent and
,d of time, were uncertain and
bers to lead the discussion which
ing man, was perfectly cast as So Franklin D. is loved by every variety of the menu were bestowhad been discounted.
will be open to the public.
Burleigh Drummond, but he failed
ed upon the prepartion of the main
section now.
The shower is normally expected
to add to the character of Bur- But don't you worry, Herbert, I'm course and one supplementary
It is hoped that joint research
to return again this year and acleigh Drummond that plus qualcourse, those two would greatly cording to Dr. Oliver, director of can be done by the members in
for you!
ity that would have made his role
benefit by the change. After two the American Meteor Society and co-operation with Dr. Stiles during
a splendid thing.
meals at the Common, which two greatest authority on the subject the winter term since the two
Chorus the Second
branches are so closely related.
meals I understand happened to
Boyd Kyner, as the young man's
this country today, "all indicaOur western states seem sure to
Following this discussion the
be extraordinarily good, and after tions point to a fine return this
father, lacked maturity, and turngo to Franklin,
students were dismissed and a disreceiving (upon solicitation) sev- year."
ed in a rather jerky performance.
But maybe one or two will stay
cussion and nomination of new
eral independent views of the sitMrs. Randolph (Betty Childs)
with Herb;
student members by the faculty
uation, it seems to be that there
seemed to be suffering from an
It looks as if Ohio's Democratic,
took up the remainder of the meetis little doubt that some form of
attack of stage technique, but outAdvertise in the Sandspuf
While Pennsy either party may
(Continued on Page 3)
side of that stumbling block, did
For Results
disturb;
well.
If only Hoover knew he'd pull the
There were several A-1 performHoosiers,
ances turned in. That only went
And lots of other states through
to show what the play really could
there as well.
have been, if these actors had
He wouldn't care about the Solid
been suitably supported. Eleanor
South or West,
Wright, as Mrs. Oliver, started out
well indeed, and became even better. Her interpretation showed
verve and intelligence.
Robert For Economy and Co
Visit our 10c Toilet Goods
Currie, although only on the stage
Counter
for five minutes, contributed the
best bit of character acting in the
INC.
whole production. The character
Winter Park
of Mr. Tipton Shronk, the Artist
The fates decree a president
To now elected be;
Will Sir P. D. go pitch his tent
Where Hoover's taken tea?

NEW PUNS FOR
CHAPEL MADE

necticut, Delaware and New Hamp
shire.
United Press tabulation at 8:00
Ben Kuhns Elected Chairman
A. M. gave Roosevelt 13,276,875
Of Representatives
Hoover, 9,616,009; Thomas, 305,
606 votes, making a total of 23,197,490 with a possible 40,000,000
Dean Campbell's secretary. Miss
votes cast.
Clara Adolfs, called a meeting of
the Student Chapel Committee,
last Thrusday a t 3:35, in the conTokio, Japan, Nov. 9 ( U P ) —
ference room of the Knowles MeStocks rose from three to four
morial Chapel.
points in the Tokio Stock Exchange
This committee, composed of
today on the anouncement of i
Democratic victory in the Ameri- Ann Biscoe, Laura Belle Fisher,
can election.
Traders indicated Jean Fullington, Doris Lang, Mary
they expected a more favorable Lynn Rogers, Agatha Townsend,
United States policy on the Man- Ruth Jean Bellamy, Olive Dick
son, George Garrison, John Gehi
churian controversy.
mann, Gordon Jones, Ben Kuhn:
James Ottaway, Walter Perkins,
New Orleans, La., Nov. 9 (UP) Jack Sutherland, Robert Wa:
—New Orleans abolished its pro- field, Duke Wellington, Bill Milhibition law 126,971 votes to 5,323. ler, -^v'ith the consultants, Doctor
Newman, Mr. Sproul, Mr. Dreier,
Doctor Holt, and Deans Anderson
and Enyart, has as its purpose the
•epresentation of the student body
n controlling the affairs of the
hapel.
Saturday afternoon, Nov. 6, Dr.
Ben Kuhns was elected chairman
Charles A. Campbell, Dean of the of the committee, but due to the
Chapel, arrived by automobile back absence of a number of girls they
to Rollins College.
unable to elect a secretary.
Although Dr. Campbell feels Many p l a n s were discussed:
well and strong again, he must Changing time of Sunday service,
take things easy for a t least the ushering, publicity, and student
next two months. As a result of attendance. Nothing definite was
this, he will not have charge of decided upon, however, because at
Chapel services and probably will
time of the meeting Dean
not preach a sermon before Christ- Campbell had not as yet arrived
mas time. His activities, for the
Winter Park. For this same
present, will be limited to conferno meeting was set for the
ss with students and directing future.
other chapel work.
Dean Enyart, Dean of men, will
continue to be in charge of Sunday - The members of Pi Beta Phi will
entertain Wednesday evening from
eight to ten o'clock with Arrow
Night, an informal house dance.

Pi Gamma Mu Will Dr. Campbell, Dean
Sponsor Discussions Of Chapel, Returns

The Undersellers,

(with a capital A) was very well
done by Jack Kelsey. Mr. Kelsey
attained for his part several facial
expressions very much like those
of a rabbit—only not as fierce.
Thelma Van Buskirk might have
done better if she had not been
horribly let down several times by
the leading man. *
Student opinions of the play varied as much as opinions on golf.
Some liked it and some did not—
mostly not.

FRED M. FLOYD
Come In and See Us
We have Sandwiches and Cold
Drinks
CURB SERVICE
Used Cars of All Makes
335 Park Ave.

™^ HOMECOMING
Discount
of 20%
on Personal
Christmas
Cards
Ordered
November
1st to 15th.

GOLF $ H € C $
A two-toned tan and biege
plain-toe golf oxford with
spikes—

$6.50
o t h e r s at $9 and $10 in both
spiked and rubber-soled orfords.

^^^ Rollins Press R.C,Baker,Inc.
"at the corner, downtown"

Coming November 25th
Aircraftsman T. E. Shaw
Better Known As

Lawrence of Arabia

ALUMNI

STUDENTS

Gives Us

The Odyssey of Homer
Not for Scholars
But for Everybody

THE BOOKERY
T-h-e

fVelcome!

H-a-u-n-t-e-d

Club Breakfasts and
CITY STORAGE
GARAGE

Dinners
Sea Foods

Steaks

No raw tobaccos in Luckies
—that^s why they're so mild

Winter Park, Fla.

W

offers

Complete Service On
Your Car
Washing, Polishing,
Simonizing, Painting.
Lubrication and Crankcase
Service.
Delco Batteries
United Motors Service
We maintain a complete repair
department eervicing all makes
of cars.
Generator, Starting, Lighting
and Ignition Service
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Drive in and get our prices

Texaco Gas and Oils

Noack & HaU
is still the meeting place
for all
ROLLINS
Students

E buy the finest, the
very finest tobaccos
in all the world—but that
does not explain why folks
everywhere regard Lucky
Strike as the mildest cigarette. The fact is, we never
overlook the truth that
-"Nature in the R a w is
Seldom Mild"—so these
fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are
then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying process, described by
the w^ords—"It's toasted".
That's why folks in every
city, town and hamlet say
that Luckies are such mild
cigarettes.

"It's toasted"
That package of mild Luckies

THE

THE WORLD
VIEWED
AT ROLLINS
(Continued from Page 1)
field College; the plan incorporated
a high faculty-to-student ratio,
with twenty professors and a maximum of 100 students. On the day
scheduled for opening there were
present exactly two teachers and
no students.
One of the most hazardous adventures in the history of aviation
will be undertaken soon when a
flying exhibition will attempt t o
circle Mt. Everest, the highest
peak of the globe. Although the
summit of Everest is 16,000 feet
below the "ceiling" achieved by
Captain Uwins in his altitude record breaking ascent last month,
the dangers to be surmounted by
the fliers in the projectetl endeavor make of the new adventure a
true epic.
The mountain lies in the heart
of a range of terrific peaks, in a
region where a forced landing
means certain destruction; -mnds
of hurricane force are common, and
tremendous storms enshroud the
giant's head, which is perpetually
hidden by vast masses of frozen
clouds.
Two planes, each with camera
equipment, will likely make the
flight together, and the photographic record obtained is expected to put the success of the expedition beyond the range of skepticism.
The New York Times, Nov. 3.
Nevada is experiencing a business and bank holiday of twelve
days, declared by Lieut. Gov. Griswold, who acted in the absence of
Governor Balzar. The Governor
is in Washington soliciting the id
of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation for the banks of his state.
Salaries of employees a r e sus^
pended during the holiday, which
is to end November 12. Of the
twenty-six banks in the state, more
than half have taken advantage
of the "breatliiiig spell" offered
them. The F i r s t ' N a t i o n a l Bank
of Reno is the sole house open in
that city, and as a result of the
doubt planted in the minds of the
citizenry it was forced to import
$1,600,000 from San Francisco in
order to withstand successfully a
run on its cash reserve.
The inability of the local livestock men to meet their obligations was given as the chief reason for the unique holiday; many
of them must be carried over until next Spring if they are to remain solvent, and pending the advancement of funds by the R. F.
C. the banks are temporarily suspending operations.

Steve's Bar-B-Q
Open 7 A. M. to 4 A. M.
Toasted sandwiches of all kinds
Mexican C h i l i '
Midway between Orlando and
Winter Park

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Harold Sproul Reviews Random Comments Service Held In
Friday Evening Play
Chapel Sunday
(Continued From Page 2)
For Rollins Sandspur
(Continued from page 1)
tion was Thelma Van Buskirk's
beautiful job with Cynthia. The
part is hardly more than a "loveinterest," thinner *Han any of the
others, but it became for a few
moments a living thing. Miss Van
Buskirk acts from a center. Her
motions of body and voice have
continuity and meaning on the
surface because they stem from
this central awareness and because
she has learned how to allow that
knowledge a complete and controlled expression. Or one might
say, the knowledge, held by concentration and unexhibited by
snarls of mind and body, flows into images without needing any
control.
Burleigh Drummond is just as
much at home in his part behind
the footlight, but it's too easy. He
would be a t home anywhere. He
graciously and casually lends himelf to this play as he would to
I class discussion or a dance; since
le was well-cast there was some
effect.
There is often more edge and
more freedom in the acting of amateurs when they are given roles
strange to their usual personality.
Jack Kelsey, for example, made
Gepton • Shronk, the lowbrow—
dressed in high-brow clothing, a
clearly felt bit of comedy; whereas, Celestina McKay, fading away
as usual, failed to made the halftoned poetess definitely pathetic
with her wistful courage.
Betty Childs, dramatic as she
is in real life, becomes absolutely undramatic on the stage. She
thinks about her part sincerely,
but fails to be it. Her gestures
are pinned onto her words, and
neither flow directly from the underlying forces in the person and
play.
Mr. Kyner also makes appropriate motions, but his face aWne
proves he doesn't completely believe himself. The only move that
convinces me was his patting the
shoulder of his, son at the end
when they found themselves boys
together. He knew about that.
"Philip Goes Forth" was an interesting exercise with flakes of
significance and moments of illusion. As a whole, the cast did
well with their cross-word puzzle
of a play. Or perhaps I was too
sleepy.

improvement is not only desirable
but necessary.
The dining hall in any school
should be a formidable competitor
of any and all outside eating places
to which students might go if dissatisfied with their "board." In
case the term "board" sounds
harsh, I leave it to those who must
partake of our college table to decide whether its offerings are superior to the average inexpensive
restaurant fare of the town, or
whether DINING REGULAR "IN
TOWN"
IS NOT USUALLY
MORE DESIRABLE THAN TAKING MEALS AT THE COLLEGE
COMMONS.
No deep-rooted analysis of the
school dining-room situation, either national or local, is claimed in
this criticism, but the need for
some adjustment in our present
scheme is, in my opinion, undeniable.
Having observed various types of
non-profit restaurants in operation under widely varying conditions, I can sincerely state t h a t I
believe that the Rollins beanery
is far below the average organization of its kind. A poll of the
newly-arrived freshmen to learn
whether or not their respective
preparatory schools provided better food at equal or less cost than
does Rollins would obtain a crosssection-view of the discontent that
extends from the oldest to the newest groups on the campus.
If the Commons is willing to endeavor to stand on its own merits,
let the board fee paid to the college be omitted for one term and
meals served a la carte a t strictly non-profit prices to all students
desiring to eat on the campus.
Would not that be a perfectly
fair trial for the beanery to face?
If the food provided were as good
as it should be, a ruling would be
needed to prevent OUTSIDERS
from taking advantage of the economical meals served. At present
the fact that all meals are already
paid for is all that keeps the attendance at the Commons from
dwindling to pitifully small proportions.
Which alternative is preferable?

An organ prelude, "Chant d' Amour," by J. R. Gillette opened
the morning meditation in Knowles
Memorial Chapel Sunday. Dean
Enyart gave the call to worship.
The responsive reading! was led
by Yervant Aristakes.
Following the hymn " 0 Master,
Let Me Walk With Thee," Alice
Butler read the scripture lesson.
Rev. R. P. Ingersoll gave the address, "The Essential Virtues for
Perfect Manliness."
"Postlude in D" by Lemmens
closed the service.
1. Dean Campbell is expected
to arrive in Winter Park the first
part of the week.
Z.- The chapel will be open for
rest and for quiet meditation and
prayer from 8 A. M. to 8 P. M.,
with the exception of the noon
lur from 12:30 to 1.
3. Mr. Siewert will be assisted
by Miss Katherine Goss, violinist,
t t h e organ vespers Wednesday evening. Numbers appropriate to Armistice Day will be
played on Friday.
4. The speaker of the morning
as Rev. R. P. Ingersoll, pastor
of the Winter Park Baptist Church.

Excavations Are
Made by Students
October 17, Jack Connery and
irrington Lloyd began a series of
expeditions down the St. Johns
River for the purpose of excavating Indian mounds.
Trips down the river have been
made practically every day since
1, and the results have been
^factory.
To date, besides
several small immaterial finds,
three complete Indian skulls, and
the bones of a human foetis and
its mother have been unearthed.
One of the skulls had an arrowhead imbedded in it, which undoubtedly was the cause of death.
Museum Robbed
)lorado Springs, Colo. (UP)—
Cliff dwellers museum, at Manitou, Colo., known to hundreds of
thousands of tourists, was robbed
d three valuable Indian bracelets stolen, recently.

Pam-Am Gas and Oil
Operated by
dr. and Mrs. E. L. Feller
On the way to Orlando

The R. F. Leedy Co.

Golf Course

with
Jeanette MacDonald
Charlie Ruggles

^

Saturday, Nov. 12

Those four nit-wit comedians
in their funniest picture!

ANNUITIES

Severin Bourne

Daily Greens Fee
50 cenjs
COLLEGE RATES
Men's Season Ticket
$20.00
Women's Season Ticket .. 15.00
Course is in best condition in its
history

CHEVALIER
"LOVE ME TONIGHT"

M

E T your name on the
E Q U I T A B L E ' S Annuity
payroll a n d enjoy t h e comforta b l e feeling t h a t c o m e s w i t h
t h e knowledge t h a t y o u will
receive a r e t i r e m e n t p a y c h e c k
m o n t h after m o n t h a s long
a s y o u live.

ALOMA

Thursday-Friday, Nov. 10-11
MAURICE

Sunday - Monday

G

Down Town

125 E. Morse Blvd.

with
Adolphe Menjou
Richard. "Skeets" Gallaghe

Six Point Service
Station

NEW Small Sized Bags

See Sid Carlson-x'28

"NIGHT CLUB
LADY"

Football
Saturday, Nov. 12, at 2:45 P. M.
over WDBO—Notre Dame vs.
Northwestern, announced by Ted
'Husing.
(Continued on Page 4)

Suede and Plain Leathers,
Assorted Colors
$1.00

For Automobile
Insurance

FOUR MARX
BROTHERS
in

"Horse Feathers"

Representative
Rollins College Publicity

Office

Carnegie Hall
Phone 274

"A Sparks Theatre"

Rendezvous Bar-B-Q

BABY GRAND

No. 2
North Outskirts of Winter Park

Winter Park Golf Club

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
Winter Park—9188
Orlando—3176
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

THE WINTER PARK PHARMACY
Established 18 Years

TheCityTransferCo.

Consult Us About Prices

EVERY DAY CUT PRICES

THE WINTER PARK HOTEL

EXCLUSIVE AGENCY

Comfortable Rooms at Reasonable Rates

Elizabeth Arden Venetian Toilet
Preparations

Dollar Dry Cleaning Co.
332 E. Park Ave.. Winter Park

'

-

124 West Canton Ave.

THE PEWTER PITCHER

Follow the crowd to the

COLONIAL PHARMACY

145 West Fairbanks Avenue

'if^

fyjiFJ.i^

Phone 9177

—

Qa^ciM

. . . FISCHER'S . . .
Clothes For the Campus
featuring—the Ultra New and
Swanky Swagger Suits and
Jumper Dresses
22 S. Orange Ave., Orlando, Fla.

By EGJ
A feature four-star, double-A-1,
red-letter broadcast -that no one
should miss comes at a most convenient hour for Rollins to hear.
The assemblage of stars on the
"Unemployed Program" at 10:30
Sundays is amazing and worth going a long way to hear.
Last week The Colonel and
Budd, The Pickens', The Mills
Bros., Tito Guizar, and a halfdozen other equal luminaries combined their talents to aid the charity drive now being waged nationally. Each performer donates his
services and BOTH chains carry
the whole program; three short
speeches by famous and excellent
speakers can't ruin the worth of
this event which comes mighty
close to being a true BIG BROADCAST.
DON'T MISS IT. You will find
it locally and on every big station
on the dial at 10:30 Sunday evening, just in time for a nightcap!

FRENCH DRY CLEANERS
Advertise in the Sandspur
For Resulte

9A%
D I S C O U N T
Li\) CASH AND CARRY
Dry Cleaning and Laundry
Coal and Wood

On Your Radio

(Nearest the Campus)

Club Breakfasts-25c to 40c

The Student's Store

Complete Soda Fountain Service
Toasted Sandwiches
Max Factor Toilet Articles
Hollingsworth's Candies
102
Free Delivery
Open 7:00 till 11:30

Lunch—35c & 50c
Dinner—SOc, 60c & 75c

PARENTS

A la Carte Service

FACULTY

THE SANITARY MEAT MARKET
offers you

Quality Meats at Money-Saving Prices
228 PARK AVE.

PHONE 60

Specials This Week

Fresh Popcorn
French Fried

GEO. M. FERREE
Every kernel has the flavor
popped in.
Roasted Peanuts

FOSTER R. FANNING
Plumbing, Heating and Gas Appliances

BEAT MIAMI!

$3.00 Simonize
$1.00 Wash

Then After the Game

$ .50 Chassis Lubricatif

AT

$4.50 Total

The College Garage

Hot Chili and Sandwiches
Hot and Cold Drinks

ALL FOR $3.50

122-124 Welbourne Av

ORANGE LAUNDRY
and
COLONIAL CLEANERS
A Clean Service For Every
Need
Phone 413
Winter Park

FOR CHRISTMAS
A

Portxait

Bearing
the

Our

Name

Means

Best

FLORA STUDIO
A Good Likeness Beautifully Told

Large Stocks
Low Prices
New and Used Cars

Phone 7693 Orlando
And arrange for an appointment

U H L E GREY HOUSE

Sales—Service

One Mile from College North on Main Highway
"The tea house of charm and distinction"

Costley Motor Co.,

Personal Attention to Special Parties.
Private Dining Rooms.
Entertainment arranged for dinner parties.

Incorporated

Phone 5881

Orlando

W e h a v e r e d u c e d e v e r y CE
i n t h e h i s t o r y of o u r c o n
b u y i n g p u b l i c t h e c l a s s of
a t s u c h u n h e a r d of p r i c e s
w o u l d like to own, t h e n (
m a k e and model.
WAS
1932-Plymouth •
sedan. This car
like
new
cor
t h r o u g h o u t . Low
age
1930-Plymeuth
1929-Plymouth 1
sedan
1930-Chrysler 7

CHEVROLET

701 N. Orange Ave.

USED CARS

For reservations call Mrs. Wright, Winter Park 9193-M
Students are Invited to make themselves at home

a b l e "to o f f e r

$475
$235
$210

side

1 9 2 7 - C h r y s l e r 60
1929-Peerless
sedan,
very
1o w
mileage,
clean
la. every
re-_

At Drastic
Reductions

$525
$145
$ 95
$275

1931-Essex 2
door,
original
finish
in
beautiful green
duco
like new,
upholstery
clean.
mechanically
perfect
It425

the

«OQF
*o»a

1931-Pontiac convertible
coupe,
6
wire
w h e e l s
with
side
mounts,
finished
In
beautiful green duco,
n e w top, 4 n e w tires,
ZAAC
mechanically A-l
S1405 $ 4 4 5
1929-Pontiac 4 door
COOK
sedan
,
$245
9^^0
19'31-Chevrolet 2 d o o r
sedan,
exceptionally
COQC
clean t h r o u g h o u t
»435 9>O»0
1931-Chevrolet 2 door
sedan, w a y above the
4QQ[^
average
$433 * > 5 0 0
1927-BuIck s p o r t r o a d eicr
ster, e x t r a clean
$195 $ l o D

Orange-Buick Pontiac Co.
330 N. Orange

"Open Evenings"

Phone 8335—5353

FREEOrders To Every 25th Car
AT

Ham's Bar-B-Q
North Orange Ave., Orlando

THE ROLLINS SANDSPUR

POUR

Rollins Sandspur
Published Weekly By Students Of Rollins
Established in 1894 with the following
editorial: "Unassuming yet mighty, sharp
and pointed, well-rounded yet
many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and
energetic as its name implies,
victorious in single combat
and therefore without a peer,
wonderfully attractive and
extensive in circulation: all
these will be found upon investigation to
be among the extraordinary qualities of the
Sandspur."

Members of United Press
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Telephone 271-W
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RATTING FOR YEAR
ENDED LAST
FRIDAY
Last Friday marked the end of Ratting
for this year. According to tradition, from
now on every upperclassman will alibi and
every freshman will expound his opinions on
how to improve ratting for next year.
To us the greatest difficulty of ratting
this year came from the delay in starting.
Freshmen who have been treated as part
of the student body for two weeks, find it
difficulty to adjust themselves to the low
status of a rat.
However, some freshmen succeeded better than others. Everyone likes a good
sport and has no use for a poor one. Most
of the first year students made the best
of a bad bargain and took ratting in the
way it was intended. Every upper classman has been through the same thing, if
not here, at some other college.
Unfortunately, some freshmen seemed to
think it was a personal matter and objected to doing the silly but harmless things
upperclassmen requested.
We may be wrong but if ratting w.ere
started within a few days after the opening of college, carried on intensively for
several weeks and then dropped, we feel it
would leave everyone better satisfied.
So here's to better ratting next year.

MANAGEMENT OF BABY GRAND
SHOULD BE CONGRATULATED
ON FREE SHOW
On Saturday, October 29, Rollins wort its
first home football game. Immediately after that, the Baby Grand put on a free show
for us.
No doubt, considerable expense was incurred by the performance and the owners
and management of it, deserve a vote of
thanks from the entire student body, particularly as this was an act of kindness on
their parts and there was no obligation
for it.
We just want them to know that we do
appreciate it. I t made an excellent ending for an already successful evening.
Mentality and morality together i n s t i tute character.—Rev. Dennis B-. Coleman.

MANY STUDENTS FAIL TO COMPLY WITH DR. HOLTS
REQUEST
In view of Dr. Holt's letter to every student, asking each one to attend chapel a
week ago Sunday, it seems unfortunate that
such a large number found it impossible to
comply with his request.
The service was very lovely and very
brief—which seems to be a major consideration to most of the student body. There
are so few times that the college, as a
whole, is asked to attend any particular
function t h a t we cannot understand disregarding Dr. Holt's request so completely.
The chapel has been built for the students. To date the regular attendance has
been so small that everyone has looked for
a reason. From time to time suggestions
have been made about changing the hour
or the type of service. People have suggested that the hectic weeks of fraternity
and sorority rushing have been responsible for the lack of attendance.
All of this may be true but there is still
no excuse for at least half of the student
body remaining at home on Sunday morning when, as a tribute to Mrs. Warren, we
were all asked to come to chapel.
Looking back over it, it seems that it was
really asking very little of the students.
It was a personal request rather than an
official order from the administration. Unfortunately, fifty per cent of the student
body did not look at it in this light. In
fact, one student said to us that he would
not go becausehe had had to change his
plans for the week-end as no permissions
were given to leave town at that particular time.
We suggest that each student take it
upon himself to give the college a little
better support the next time we are all
asked to attend anything as a whole, whether it be a Sunday morning service or a dog
fight. It really won't be so difficult.
What is a classic, if it be not a book
that forever delights, inspires, and surprises,—in which and in ourselves, by its
help, we make new discoveries every day.—
Lowell.

STUDENTS WILL PUBLISH
NEW ROLLINS
PICTORIAL
This year the editing of the "Rollins Pictorial" will be in the hands of the students.
Instead of having only one issue a year,
there will be three, one this term, one during Founder's week and the third sometime before graduation.
This seems to be quite an undertaking
for the students vitally interested. However, there is little reason why they should
not succeed.
It will mean an opportunity for many
students who have not been on the staffs
of the three major publications. Competition for the different boards, editorial, pictorial and business, will be held and any
one interested, regardless of former experience, is eligible.
The fact that money prizes are to be
given for the best work done in photography each term should mean a lot to us in
these times of depression.
Is life worth living? Yes, so long
As there is wrong to right.
—Alfred Austin.

SINCE 1918
"Can the Germans bomb New York from
the A i r ? " Way back in the time of the
•war. May 1918, two writers in the Review
of Reviews attempted to prove the possibility, but they did not picture German
planes flying all the way from Germany.
They admitted the possibility of making a
one-way trip by plane, but with only one
pilot and with all equipment left behind to
make room for fuel.
Likewise, they admitted the possibility
of a one-way Zeppelin trip, but as Waldemar Kaempffert and Carl Dienstbach themselves said, "A bombless Zeppelin setting
out from a German base and hovering over
New York is a military absurdity."
Difficulties presented themselves to these
writers, but in each case they surmounted
them with suggestions of secret bases, of
almost unfeasable airplane-carrying ships,
and of impractical submarine carriers of
from one to three dissembled planes.
But today, "after fourteen years, we see
how really practical their ideas were. Twice
the great aerial triumph of Germany, the
Graf Zeppelin, has been in this country,
once in New York itself. Lindbergh and
many others have flown the Atlantic from
this nation to Germany and farther. Our
U.S.S. Saratoga, our U.S.S. L e x i n g t o n yet in 1918 the people were cautioned
against thinking a ship able to carry and
launch one seaplane impossible. New submarines are now built to carry as many as
nine seaplanes ready for action.
This truly is the Century of Progress.
Next year the World's Fair in Chicago will
display the newest in architecture, in mechanics, in electricity, in amusement. Youth
undoubtedly has the advantage over age in
today's living, but in the appreciation of
our progress those who are old enough to
remember the last world's fair will have a
better background for the appreciation of
our Century of Progress.

VALUE OF EDUCATION

v*hAiite
' Items

Although the average college graduate
is supposedly too idealistic to consider the
financial benefit of an education when he
is answering that old question, "Why I
Out at Northwestern a group of
Came to College," there will probably be
co-eds have proposed to form a
quite a few who will be interested to know
"widow's union" in recognition of
that William Atherton Du Puy, the emintheir true sweethearts back in the
ent statistician has estimated that the pehome town. Details provide that
cuniary v a l u e of a college education
these collitch widders shall place
amounts to $65,000.
around their necks a bright yellow
While the high school graduate may exribbon that will signify to every
pect to earn only |110,000 during his life
ambitious Northwestern ed that
span, the college graduate will earn $175,the encircled item is on reserve.
000 according to the report of Mr. Du Puy,
The sinlge initiation vow would be,
executive assistant at the department of
'No dates!" ,
interior, who has just completed a statisThe Athenaeum.
tical study of the power of education.
At 18 the high school graduate earns
Two enterprising Phi Gams have
$800 in contrast to the boy with only grade
invited Constance Cummings, well
school training. He will net an income of
known movie star, to be with us
$1,500 at 22 which represents the maximum
week-end. Did I say two ? Yes
of the average income of a man with gramI said two. The point is, accordmar school education. The college student
ing to a good authority, that the
begins to earn at the age of 22, reports Mr.
boys have formed a corporation,
Du Puy, without taking into account the
and, if she comes, will charge $25
abnormal conditions due to the .depression.
a look, $50 an autograph. I don't
He starts off at about $1,400, which is less
know what else they're willing to
than the high school graduate makes a t
arrange, but money talks, and if
the same age, because the latter has been
you've a thousand or so to spare
working for years. The college graduate's
it might be worth while looking
income rises rapidly by the time he reaches
in to.
26 years of age, but that of the high school
Brown and White.
graduates mounts more slowly. When the
"A LADY! WHY SHE AIN'T GOT NONE OF THE BEGINNINGS
OF ONEI YOU AND UE KNOW THAT. MRS. MOORE"
two are between the ages of 43 and 48,
A group of faculty, friends and
the college man's income usually comes to
students are planning to observe
a point of rapid increase and the high school
the Leonid shower of meteors betrained man's income is stationary and his
tween November 13 and 18 from
momentum is slackened. When tM college
some point in this vicinity.
man reaches 60 he is earning $4,000 a year,
There is a shower every year
November 1, 1932.1 per at Cavanaugh's for a dish of
but at 70 his income drops to $3,500.
ptomaines in the Commons, a Noel but every 33 years there is a disCarnegie Tarter, Carnegie Tech. The Editor of the Sandspur,
200 to 500 times as thick as
Rollins College,
Coward first-night for a bout at
Winter Park, Fla.
Chico's, this frantic scurrying for the annual one. This makes it a
Dear Sir or Madame (as the case material success for the selfish very spectacular sight. In the
past, it appeared in 1799, 1833, and
may be):
unconcern of the undergraduate.
and was scheduled to come in
more or less intensive perusal
I say to you echoes of what once
but failed. This leaves a
of two recent issues of the Sand- I was, quiet your cavilling. Drink
spur moves this old heart of mine, deep of the Elysian cup of life at question as to its appearance this
year,
and
thus makes its observBy H. ALLEN SMITH
still beating in sympathetic quick- Rollins. Scorn the petty vexations
more important. Groups all
United Press Book Editor
ened tempo with the hey-hey of that peek from the shadows of
the
country
will observe the
"The Bishop's Jaegers" is the name of the gem amid the waters blue, to your all-too-short night of furious spectacle in collaboration with the
Thorne Smith's new book, perhaps the only a frenzy of haughty protest. From happiness. The morning-after is American Meteor Society.
novel that has ever been written around a the eminence of the dolorous horrible. Make the most of your
Between midnight and dawn of
hunting-grounds of the old grad, I sojourn in the clouds and look not
pair of drawers.
ich night, different members of
Bishop Waller is not a bad sort, even look down with patronizing dis- down at the picayune conceits of the group will scan the skies. If
cernmeht
on
the
perrenial
hurly
lortals.
The
descent
to
earth
is
though he gets all tangled up in questionthe display comes, they will try to
able company.- Fate (or Thorne Smith) burly of the campus malcontents ' disastrous.
count the meteors; time their flight;
hurls him into a little group which includes reflected so graphically in the | Remember that soon you, too, record their color, magnitude, and
a young coffee importer, the importer's gratityingly numerous pages of | shall be turned out into the frigid time of appearance; and photothe
Sandspur.
I
wince
at
this
one's'.
blasts
of
an
unforgiving
world
beautiful and predatory secretary, a pickdisparagement of the "beanery' with the scant protection of a strip graph them. The passing meteors
pocket named Little Arthur, a frowsy lady
I cringe at that one's defamation of sheepskin and that your com- will look as if they were emergnamed Aspirin Liz who loves her beer, and
of his fellow students; I shudder plaining voices, now strong with ing from one point, and flashing
a haughty young woman from Park avenue.
at another's obtrectation of the the assurance engendered by re- It of sight a t the horizon.
They all manage to get on the same
Florida Alligator.
general administration of the col- •iprocal encouragement,
shall
ferryboat, headed for New Jersey. The
lege; and then I rise in the ausboat gets lostt in a fog, for days and days tere grandeur of my alumnus lound appallingly puny in th(
Necessity begets invention, unand days. Our little group borrows a row- wrath and, with two unbelievably teeth of the hateful gale of prac- doubtedly; and no one can accuse
boat from the captain and pulls for shore. nimble thumbs, tick-tack a with- ticality.
the undergraduates a t Cornell of
You have my hopeless tears.
There, in the wilds of New Jersey, they ering polemic against all who so
not being ingenious. When help
ROBERT D. LEVITT,
end up in a nudist camp. Prom then on much as curl a scornful downy upfrom home and from college loan
2112 Broadway,
it's just plain, unadulterated madness and per-lip at God's and Holt's gift to
funds failed them this year, the
New
York
City,
the dialogue is grand.
America's spoon-fed youth—Rolstudents turned to novel ways of
"The Bishop's Jaegers" isn't the best lins College.
intaining themselves until gradbook Thorne Smith has written, but you
uation. Some work as painters,
Willingly would I barter my
shouldn't miss it if you like to laugh. It
some as ditch-diggers, and some as
noon-day
"brunch"
at
Sardi's
amid
is published by Doubleday-Doran.
(Continued from Page 3)
broadcasters. One of particularly
spindle -1 egged, lettuce - nibbling,
Scores of all games will be lasculine appearance has become
"Fads and Quackery in Healing," by Dr. broad-A'd females and spindlelegged,
lettuce-nibbling,
broad
A'd
broadcast over WABC, New York, expert in embroidery. Another is
Morris Fishbein (Covici Friede) is another
"paid escort"; one delivers rebook for those who like the works of Dr. males ( ? ) for a straight-backed 860, at 6:30 Saturday by Eddie
at
the
none
too
heavily-laDooley, widely famed sports writ- ligious talks to church'groups; a
Logan Clendenning and Dr. Howard W.
member of the football team has
den board in the Rollins "hashitablished so successful an egg
«ry" surrounded by biscuit-devour- Fine Music
Dr. Fishbein ranges over a broad field.
ing, carnivorous, natural men (!).
Thursdays a t 3, concert artists delivery route that he requires an
He treats of Christian Science, osteopathy,
Not for a moment would I hesi- of recognized calibre in an instru- assistant. Two boys live in a tent
chiropractic, the physical culture fads, food
the campus; and others dust
tate at transferring my number mental and vocal recital.
Try
fads and follies, rejuvenation, etc. There
from a mahogany desk under WDBO.
microscopes and other apparatus
is an amusing chapter on Arthur Brisbane's
the jealous eye of a scenario ediexchange for being allowed to
Sundays at 3, Toscanini and The
writings on medical subjects, and another
tor to an obscenely decorated pine New York Philharmonic Sym- live in a science laboratory.
on the press in general.
table under the indifferent eye of
The Aquatic.
The book is stimulating reading though a gilded Rollins personality. Just phony, for two hours, on locally.
this reviewer got the impression that some give me an opportunity to depart Snappy Tunes
Under a new ruling by the deThe Boswells, Monday at 10 and
of Dr. Fishbein's wisecracks are weak.
this high-pitched bustle of taxis,
partment of labor, students who
Thursday/at 9.
ubways, and klaxons to once more
as visitors from foreign counMelody Review, especially
Somerset Maugham goes to Malayasia wave a palsied hand in tolerant
tries to attend American colleges,
recommended,
Sunday
at
6:30.
for his new novel, "The Narrow Corner" protest at inquisitive gnats in the
and
who
have to earn any part of
DON'T MISS THIS: 12:30 Sat(Doubleday-Doran). We find Dr. Saunders, verdant somnolence of Winter
their expenses here, will be refused
philosophical even away from his opium Park. A pen for a niblick, a law urday night, or Sunday A. M., a admission.
pipes, in company with young Fred Blake tome for a college algebra, a sup- program from Honolulu—real muThe DePaulian.
promised. Columbia System:
and Captain Nichols, an amiable reprobate.
WABC, 860; WHAS, 820.
The three of them bang around in an old
Hanover, N. H., Oct. 28—(UP)
Dance Bands You Want to Hear
lugger while the mystery of Fred Blake's
-Automobile accidents in which
Ben Bernie—11:30 Monday,
past grows intriguingly interesting to the
T t J T ? A T TTT»»-T».TT
" " " °'="">=—ii:o" Monday, t many students were injured last
old doctor's mind. Eventually they come
I X l H i A L i U M J N l I Tuesday, 12:30 Saturday, WEAF
year
over football game week-ends
across an English planter and his daugh660, or WSB, 740.
lis week's news seems to have
ter,. Louise. Love and tragedy are interCab Calloway, Thursday mid- has caused Palaeopitus, studentgoverning
body at Dartmouth, to
the
teachers
in
the
majority.
No
mixed, in a manner familiar to all Maugnight, WEAF and WSB.
ham readers. Violent death occurs here doubt we will have some of them
Isham Jones, Tuesday, Wednes- inaugurate a safety drive to proand there in the tale, and each of the char- back here telling us when to put day, Thursday, Columbia WABC, mote safe driving.
Windshield stickers, bearing the
acters stands out sharply. Maugham has what over "x".
860; Last two days on WDBO.
done some superb descriptive writing in
To begin with, the debater of
Guy Lombardo, Monday, Friday, caption "Dartmouth College Safety Drive," have been issued. On
"The Narrow Corner."
debaters, Charlie Brooks, is teach- 11:30, local; Saturday, 11.
in Kansas.
However, out
L U C K Y STRIKE, Tuesday, the back of the stickers each drivill sign the following pledge:
i they don't have school in Thursday, Saturday, at 10: WSM,
Stephen Vincent Benet has been awardwill drive to promote safety
"harvest time," so at present he Nashville, at 650, and WEAF at
ed the 0. Henry Memorial prize for the
and the welfare and good name of
resting.
660 are sure bets.
best American short story of the year, "An
college."
In
New
Smyrna,
we
find
George
Rudy
Vallee
and
a
better
agEhd to Dreams." James Gould Co'zzens
The Athenean.
took second prize, while third went to Ed- Salley exercising his masterful gregation than ever, Thursday a t
ways with more teaching.
WSM, WEAF.
win Granberry.
ank Hodgkinson is looking for
According to the Torch, co-eds at
Paul Whiteman, Friday at 10,
Other authors receiving recognition are
Kay Boyle, Katharine Brush, Dorothy Can- a position, a job or a pair of roll- Saturday at 11:30, WEAF, WSM; the University of Southern Caliikates—anything to keep mov- Tuesday midnight on WJZ at 760. fornia agree to defray the cost of
field, Irvin Cobb, Walter D. Edmonds, Wila date if their escort can measure
liam Faulkner, J. P. Marquand and Booth ing. We will probably have Frank Comedy
up for Homecoming.
Tarkington.
All you can handle at 9 o'clock up to their standard of the perUp north and to be more defi- Sundays over WDBO; Thursday fect man If the fellow rates only
nite up in Illinois, Gwen Heilman
Lucky a t 10, over WSM, 650; 50%, the girl pays one half of the
There can never be peace where material is following a theatrical career.
[ Stoopnagle and Budd, 10:45 expenses; he rates only 25%,
values of money, place, pleasure and power
Roger Holt just can't stay away, Monday, Wednesday and Friday ihe pays but one quarter and so
are the whole object of human pursuit.— so he'll be back in these parts over Columbia's Northern c h a i n - forth. And here is the perfect
Dr. Cyril Norwood.
"right soon.!'
man: personal appearance 60%,
try WABC, 860, WHAS, 820.
Homecoming will supply us with Harmony
intelligence 20%, cultural backI try to make the enemy wonder what loads of news, which we shall reground 15%, and physical fitness,
am going to do.—Grant.
lay to you in the next issue.
1
poise, and personality 5% each.
Advertise in the Sandspur
—Polytechnic Reporter.
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NEW OFFICERS OF
CLUB CHOSEN

Annie Russell Plans
Series Of Dramas To
Be Given This Winter

Low Comedians

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Murder in the Red Barn"
they do so in all seriousness. The
era of the melodrama was a defiIT WON'T BE LONG UNTIL— Lincoln?—is out, temporarily only,
nite and individual period in the
Dean Campbell returns
because of eye trouble. Wade Gratheatre. Our fathers and grandTomokan pictures g e t
behind ham is recuperating from a bad
fathers enjoyed these plays to the
Members Chosen For Trip schedule
auto smash in which he lost his Spanish Club Meets At Home utmost, and it is only in keeping
le first pledge is broken
teeth and smashed his face. He's
Based On Attendance
Of Mrs. Lamb
with the ideal of The Jitney PlayBeach parties end and the chapel in Virginia. Lottie Turner is still
ers in presenting the unusual and
attendance picks up
going great as usual at Columbia.
the
best of the drama that such a
Edwin Libby, president of the
The Spanish Club held its ini
Another full moon!
Walt Johnson is working in Dalplay is given. Although these
31ee Club, wishes to remind the Tonight.
tial
meeting
Wednesday
night
at
las, Texas. Babs Donaldson -s at
dramas
of the past thrilled and
nembers that every rehearsal is
Daytona waiting for the next week 7:30 at the home of its sponsor, moved to tears, it is interesting
MISSING FACES
Mrs. Antonia G. Lamb, 443 Intermportant. Since some new music
end and Jack Parsons.
to note that the present reaction
"Pick" Pickering is selling furlachen avenue.
B taken up each time, every unDave McCallum is selling typeis one of comedy, indicating both
Officers for the coming year
lecessary absence retards the pro- naces in Salem, Mass., and will be
writers in South Carolina, while
the change in the style of theatre
p-ess of the club. The choice of back next year. Mildred West— Missy Davis pines for the Caro- were elected as follows:
and in the emotional reaction of
you
know,
the
blonde
Kappa—has
President,
Frederick
Sackett.
hose who will make the trips now
1 Tampa. Ralph Scanlon is
the younger generations.
Vice President, Jean Fullington.
leing arranged will largely de- a secretarial position in New York. studying medicine in Vienna. HarAlice Keating Cheney, w h o
Secretary, Frank D. Parsons.
lend on the secretary's record of Marion Carlile is visiting her sis- ry Edmunds, Dave Fris, and Jim
heads the Jitney Players, will enter in London, Eng., and anticiTreasurer, Gil Galbraith.
ittendance.
Pinkerton are barging around the
pating taking part in a Noel CowThe vice president is chairman act the role of Maria Marten, and
world together. Jessie Kehlen-1
St. Petersburg was a very popuThe first program of chanteys, ard play. Ralph Nellis is workof the program committee and the Douglas Rowland will appear opbeck is loafing on Long Island,
pirituals and folk songs is well ing in Bailey's Bargain Basement
treasurer is chairman of the so- posite her as William Corder. They lar city over the week-end. Helen
Ralph Bohlen is playing with a
11 be supported by the entire Ruth Gaines, Teddy Earle, Harriet
cial committee.
inder way and ought to be ready in Cleveland. Jane Stanley is albig orchestra in Tampa.
strength of the Jitney organiza- Hiller, Ann Jones, Blanche Fishn a few weeks. Glee club mem- so in Cleveland ! ! ! ! !
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Shippen,
Bob Puchs is at Boston Univertion, the members of which are back, Priscilla Hakes, Becky ColeLloyd Towle is professionally
.ers are becoming authorities on
the distinguished guests of the
sity for the fall term and IS comEllen Love, Helen Morrow, BarI, and Elinor Estes visited at
stumping
for
Hoover
way
up
in
evening, were made
honorary
fhat to do with a drunken sailor,
ing back after ,Christmas. Clarke
. Benedict, Charles Kradoska, the Miller home while Molly VinlOW to tell her they love her, the Wisconsin. Roosevelt is the pre- Trudeau is working for the North- members of the club.
John Maroney, Sam Pearce, Harri- cent and Ruth McWain visited Kadicted
district
winner.
Betty
HopThe Spanish Club is looking forray to "fit" a battle with ram's
ern Oil Co. in Virginia, Minn.
Dowd, Lee Crowe and Roy- trina Knowlton. They all attendn Alpha Phi at U. of Michward to an active year under the
.orns, the behavior of Russian pin
Bob Watts is raising crabs.
Whitehead.
Miss Phyllis d the Coon Sanders dance accomBeefy Hemmingway and
leadership of Frederick Sackett
ireflies and other strange and igan.
Sarah Teter is awaiting her marFlanagan will add to the mtrri- panied by Bill Miller, Bob Enke,
wonderful technique
I Peggy P r a t t are studying
Ger- riage soon to a Ft. Pierce boy, who spent the summer at the Uni- ment of the play by her delightRip Parsons, Curtis Ganson, HarHarold Sproul, director, says he many. Helen Greenameyer and
versity of Madrid. The next biJohn Hall. Dan Havens has reful piano accompaniment.
vey Gee, Buck Moon, Bob Robin> delighted with the spirit of the Tom Chapin are married and are
weekly meeting will be Wednessumed his studies a t M. I. T., re, Ralph Sleicher, Tommy Johninging at rehearsals, a proof that living on a mountain top log cabin
dav, November 16, at the home of
ports Fred Tone, who is taking
son, and Bernie Bralove.
here is a natural glee in singing. home in New Mexico.
Mrs. Lamb.
Sunday morning, November the
junior engineering there.
The meetings are held in Speech
Essie Calhoun is at Western Resixth, the annual breakfast given
[• Perkins was killed at miditudio at 7:30 every Thursday eve- serve, in Ohio, and looking forby the pledges of Alpha Phi for
Members of Kappa Alpha Theta
[r. and Mrs. Carol H. Langing. The sound of singing is like- ward to coming back for the win- summer in an automobile acicdent.
the pledges of all fraternities and entertained with an informal "katGeorgette
Perkins
is
living
with
ston, Dot Livingston to the stur to become a traditional disturb- ter term at Rollins. Bobby Book
sororities
was
held
at
the
chapter
sup"
on Sunday night at the chapdents at Rollins, announce the
nce to the murmuring couples or man and John Rowell are both at an aunt in Washington, D. C.
house.
The committee in
Sara Bell is attending Pratts birth of twin daughters, Friday house. Over fifty guests were
he porches of Cloverleaf and the University of Cincinnati. Vir
served
during
the
morning.
Mrs.
charge
consisted of Nancy Gantt,
'ugsley. It may, at least, give ginia Wallace is going dramatic Institute in N. Y. C. Greg Wil- night at the Florida Sanitarium. R. J. Sprague and Mrs. Emily Cass Mary Kay Huffman,
Virginia
liams
is
at
Exeter,
Eng.,
College
The twins have been named Carol
lem something to talk about.
in a big way in New York.
I chaperoned the party.
Jones and Sally Limerick.
of the Southwest.
and Caroline. Dorothy graduated
Nancy Howard is on her way to
at Rollins in the clas's of 1932 and
Spain. Donna Furniss is at Univ.
a member of Pi Beta Phi.
Delta Rho Gamma announces
Rho Lambda Nu Fraternity is
of Mich. Jeanette Houghton
Miss Alvahn Holmes, province
the pledging of two more men. They pleased to announce as
Virginia Shrigley are studying director of Gamma I
Dexter
Elliott
and
Jack
Mcpledge
Lennox Allen of Louisville,
music in the town 3.7 miles south- rived last Thursday to spend
Watt. •
Kentucky.
west of Winter Park.
week at the Gamma Phi Beta

Miller Entertains
In St. Petersburg

'Christian Scientists
Elect New Officers
In Meeting Tuesday

TEA HELD BY PHI
MU LAST SUNDAY
Sorority Gives Entertainment
For Patronesses
Alpha Omega of Phi Mu entertained at a tea Sunday afternoon
from four to six at the chapter
house in honor of its patronesses
and alumnae. Lu Cashwell and
Eliza Windsor received a t the
door.
Genevieve Greer played and
sang an Indian song, "By the Waters," and an old Indian lullaby
that her mother used to sing. She
was dressed in a colorful Indian
costume.
Mrs. Jacques Pfister presided at
the tea table. Among the guests
who called during the afternoon
Professor and Mrs. Pfister, Dr.
and Mrs. Grover, The Misses Grovers. Miss Audrey Packham, Mrs.
Pierson, Mrs. Farris, Mrs. Garret,
Mrs. E. T. Brown, Mrs. Merrick,
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Willox, Viola
Wilson, Frances Bloodgood, Mrs.
Fred Lewter, Mrs Weeden, Ruth
Errant, Verna Maxon, Mary Howard, Dorothea Breck, Leah Jean
Bartlett, and Ellen Kallen.

Gamma Phi Pledges
Give Buffet Supper
Pledges of Gamma Phi Beta entertained with a buffet supper Friday evening a t the chapter house,
honoring all sorority and fraternity pledges.
Approximately eighty
guests
were served at six o'clock.
Miss Alvahn Holmes, province
director of Gamma Phi, Mrs. MenMrs. Wilcox, and Miss Apperson chaperoned the affair.

Sheila Elliott, one of the last
Tomokan beauties, is passing time
A tea was given Tuesday at the
in Tampa. Stan Miller is teachhouse honoring
Miss
The Christian Science Club held
ing school to reverse things in Holmes. Guests included members
s second meeting this year in
Sistersville, W. Va.
of the sorority and alumnae.
le chapel last Tuesday evening,
(USA)
Special to MOSTLY
resident Eliza Windsor presided,
ABOUT PEOPLE—Sloat Hodg'he club is a comparatively newson is commanding a fleet of wa'-.ler to the campus. It was
ter wagons in Atlanta and IS ON
lunded last spring. Of a social
his way to Rollins for the last two
Iture, it meets weekly to d:
terms.
Ibjects pertinent to Christian
Jimmy Armstrong (Mr. Candace
and student affairs. Availthe library to its members Secor, now) is doing up the wholesale
groceries in Des Moines. Pete
the complete works of Mary
Stoner is dissipating his time in
aker Eddy, the founder "f^Chrisj gj^ p^t^^ gu^ Robertson and MarScience, together with such |
garet Briggs are at Univ. of Minn.
iblications of the sect as the Mo
lUannabelle Walker is in St. Joe,
or, the Sentinal and the Jour- '
packing up for a return
I to the Gamma Phi House and her
At the first meeting last Satur- [text books.
iy the following officers were
June Douglas—remember
the
eotcd. Vice-president, Barbara
nn Reed; secretary, Francis Ask•; treasurer, John Bullock. Eliza
'indsor, last year's president, was
itained in office.
Membership in the organization
not limited to members of the
iristian Science church. A coral invitation is extended to all
-culty and students interested.

Arrow Trumps

$1.95
gray, tan, green, blue,
and white.
Sanforized shrunk too! No
choking neckbands! .-ind
sleeves will not crawl toward the elbow!
Your money back if they
don't fit permanently.
in's Fashion Corner—Main Floor

Yowell-Drew Co.
ORLANDO

You know how it is. If a cigarette is m i l d — t h a t is, not
harsh or bitter, but smokes cool and smooth—then you like
it and don't worry about how many or how often you smoke.
And if it tastes right—that is, not oversweet, not flat—
then you enjoy it aU the more.
The right kind of ripe, sweet Domestic and Turkish tobacco . . . the right ageing and b l e n d i n g . . . make Chesterfields
milder, better-tasting.. .They Satisfy!
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Tars Win Over Georgia 12-0 : Meet Miami Tomorrow Night
Intra-murals Started
As Theta Kappa Nu
And Chase Win lilts

FRESIEN ROUT SPORT
[WSMYFIi25-0

MIXTURES

W.A.A. Constitution
Amended and Dance
Planned at Meeting

W. A. A. held a special meeting
Lack of upsets feature Saturdays
football
play;
Wednesday at 10 A. M. for the
stronger and more efficient
Tony Canzoneri defends title against
Petrolle;
purpose of voting on two amendTheta Kappa Nu team outplayed Baby Tars Show Fighting
ments of the constitution. The Tars and Miami to Resumel
Cheering at games again brought to fore.
and outfought a hard-fighting agamendments voted on were as fol- Old Rivalry at Tinker Field
Spirit in Latest Game
gregation of Delta Rho Gammas
program
got
under
way
last
Fri-|lows:
That the number of points
Saturday, in the football world,
o score the first touch football
._ I belonged to the favorite. There day afternoon when the first game | given for canoeing six miles be
Tomorrow night the fighting
victory of the season Thursday
Headed by Acting-capt
of
the
Touch
Football
league
was
'
changed
from three points to four
'were fewer upsets in the games
I afternoon to the tune of 12-0. The mody, the Freshman team showed
played. Of course the play of the points, and that two points be giv- Rollins Tars swing into action
Washington and Ray Miller j Theta Nu Wildcats, under the that they have some potential .var- tbis week than there has been in first week or so will be very rag- • en f Jt one hour horse back riding, again, this time against the strong
any previous Saturday.,_ The most
Score Touchdowns for Tars; I coaching of Ray Fralick, bewilder- sity material when they beat New amazing thing that happened Sat- ged, but after the teams get on to | These two amendments -^^ill be team from the University of Miam
in the most important game of the]
Semi-cripples Were Stars !ed their opponents with a mixture Smyrna last Friday afternoon at urday to my mind was the over- the game, you can look forward [added to the regular point syst
season thus far. It's the homeI of fast line plays and forward Harper-Shepherd Field by a 25-0
Three old offi(
did not return
to some mighty interesting and
After a scoreless first whelming defeat of Harvard at
coming game for the RoUinsites,
Will Rogers' sixty yard return I P^^^^s, two of which Paul Worley, score.
this
year
^o
the
new
ones
nomithe hands of the Army gridders. well played games. The boys that
of a punt down the east side Iine|f>^^t Theta ^ end, snagged behind quarter Fassett made 5 yards I knew that the Army had a strong played in these first encounters nated by the board were voted in and with the added support of thel
through the line and Carmody carAlumni to help them in their
of Tinker Field late in the second his own goal line for the winning
by the association.
ried the ball across for the first team, but I didn't look for any- were very enthusiastic in their decause, they will be out there every
touchdowns.
The
Delta
Demons,
quarter of Saturday night's game
Doris Lang, vice president.
touchdown of the game. In the thing like the rout that took place. sire to win and to iron out the
minute trying to garner the
between Rollins and South Georgia headed by Captain Wally Childs,
Holley
Lynip,
secretary.
rough
spots
by
practice
before
the
same quarter Ganson followed up Brown's last minute drive against
tory
that eluded their grasp
tried
desperately
to
even
up
matState, furnished the impetus necKay Hara, treasurer.
a beautiful end sweep of White- Holy Cross that netted them a next game. Yes, there were plenyear in Miami.
essary to enable the Tars to go on ters in the last quarter, but a
Seven girls were taken in as
law's by a touchdown dash around touchdown in the last minute of ty of aches and pains the next
wary
Theta
backfield,
composed
of
Due
to the hard game that thel
and win, 12-0.
Mary Virginia
day, but they will all soon be in new members:
AI Stoddard, Kayo Trieschmann, right end for another score. To play must have been a thrilling
, Maryruth I ^^^^ played against the Sounl
The first quarter and part of the
T. C. Parker, and Harvey Ford, add to the fireworks Pepper, Rol- spectacle. With less than a min- pretty fair condition and then i t T a y h
Georgia
aggregation last Satursecond was all Georgia. Led by
broke up pass after pass to stem lins left end, took the kickoff as ute to play, Brown took the ball won't be such a hardship to get Mitchell, Jean Parker, Amelia day night, all scrimmage has been
Bowling, the Teachers three times
the second half opened and gal- on their own fifteen yard line and those aching bones, out of bed the • Loughrey, Elizabeth Richards, and
the enemy attack.
called
off
for this week. Except!
penetrated deep into Rollins ternext day. What I'm looking for- ' Sally Limerick.
Both lines worked well - with loped down the east side line for carried it eighty-five yards in a
for some bad bruises that the boys
ritory. Only a stalwart defense
another six points. In the fourth sustained drive that netted them ward to is the two weeks of real
A dance wa: announced for De^
sustained in the game Saturday,
by the Tars prevented the Teach- Frank Wetherell and Kid Roberts quarter, .Danny Winant, diminu- a touchdown and snatched an ap- football that will follow the comcember 3, afti r which the meetthe squad is in pretty good shape!
ers from scoring. None of the for the Theta Nu's and Joe Morse tive' Rollins center, c r a s h e d
parent victory from the hands of petition of the regular Touch ing adjourned.
Rollins plays got anywhere. The and Stan Palmer for the Delta's through and blocked a kick which
for the boys from Miami. Coach|
Holy Cross. They have yet to be schedule. That will really be some
outstanding.
Both
teams
played
a
State line smeared every play that
McDowall was rather non-comhe
fell
upon
a
second
later
for
defeated
this
season.
Next
week
fun
to
play
in
and
to
watch.
Chinese
Buy
Rattlesnakes
was called.
A Rollins victory fast, heady game, but two long the final touchdown. Fassett, who
mittal when asked about the game.
they meet Columbia and then on
Cheering at the Games
Colusa, Cal. (UP)—With rattleseemed doubtful. Then Will Ro- passes, one by Al Stoddard and had missed two previous goals,
"It's a hard thing to keep a team
Thanksgiving
day,
they
will
enI
know
that
you
have
all
read
snakes
selling
to
local
Chinese
for
gers picked up a rolling punt on the other by Harvey Ford were kicked the extra point.
primed over a long period of time,
lot about the!75 cents to $2, depending on the
counter Colgate in what might de- in this publication
his own 10-yard line, dodged two taken by Worley and converted inespecially when the schedule is a
cide the championship of the East. cheering at the football games, and j size of the snake, John Piemme,
converging Teacher ends, and to touchdowns. The players, many
diffii
We'll be right in the
First Quatter
The Fordam Rams turned in a you are probably fed up hearing 1 homesteader, plans to turn 240
dashed down the ' sideline behind of whom were playing touch footeky land into a "rattle-i «^™« =»" the time Thursday,
New Smyrna kicked off to mild upset when they turned back about it, but I can't resist putting
Doyle, "Flop" Morris, and Miller, ball for the firsttime, showed real
m. Northern California!™ """^ ^'" ^""^ " ^ " " ^ ™*- 'I
who warded off any would-be tack- skill and technique in blocking, Moore who ran the ball back to the St. Mary Gaels from the coast my oar in the say. After the two snake
e the snakes for medi-' <i°"'' '="°^ ^"""y '"«<=>' ^^""^^ M
lers until the State safety-man passing, and plunging, and the the Rollins 28-yard line. A pass by a 14-0 score. The Coast lads home games that you have seen
strength of the Miami team, but
al purposes.
undefeated until they met | here, you all know that we have ;
sifted through them to nail Ro- touch football -tournament should from Carmody to Whelan was inthey always have a strong team.
complete.
Moore
made
five
yards
prove
to
be
a
hard-fought
battle
good
team.
That
team
deserves
gers on Georgia's 25-yard line.
their eastern opponents. But in
We'll have our hands full, but
on
a
line
play
and
Carmody
plungFly Spray From Peanut Shells
From this time on Rollins was top on all fronts.
the main, the day belonged to the your full support. One student
ed three more on the next play.
Ames, Iowa (UP)—Peanut shells they'll know they've been up
dog. Rogers nipped through left
Pitt, Notre
Dame, told me yesterday that he went out
Chase Hall and Kappa Phi Sig- Moore kicked and Ndw Smyrna favorites.
against
a real team."
tackle to the 13-yard calker for ma took the field immediately folSouthern California, and Colum- to the game Saturday night pre- are in demand during this footThe.main trouble that th
a first down. Four more bites at P^^^i"^- ^^^ season's opener, and tried the line without gain. An bia garnered victories, but the lat- pared to do a lot of cheering, but ball season. Instead of being swept
will
have
will be the fact that thej,
end
run
was
smeared
and
on
the
the line and the Tars were lined i^*^^^^* ^^^^^ darkness necessitated
ter were lucky to down the Navy after a couple of tries, he was so up and discarded at the football
up on the Georgia 2-yard marker. |'^""^"^ *^h« time short, before next play Cooper fell on the ball 7 to 6. A blocked punt was their embarrassed by the silence that stadium, they find their way into will be trying too hard, but it is
after
Pepper
had
tackled
hard.
going
to
be
a fine game. Miami,
his efforts were greeted with, that the chemical laboratory, where P.
From here "bulldog" Ray Miller Chase Hall was able to score one
margin of victory.
this year, has defeated the strong|
he was afraid to open his mouth. Burke Jacogs, college chemist,
gripped the ball and leaped past lo"^ touchdown to claim a well, Moore, Fassett and Carmody tried
Conzoneri Whips Petrolle
-foj
I
William
and
Mary
team, the RoanWell,
the
point
of
all
this
the Teacher left guard for the first ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ victory. Both teams play- line thrusts which failed to make
Tony Canzoneri was able to turn
that i reducing them to liquid fori
oke branch, and Piedmont,
touchdown.
Washington's place i^*^ ^ h^'"'^- fast game, but Chase a first down by inches. Smith, of back the punches of Billy Petrolle j there is a game scheduled tomorfly sprays.
New Smyrna, kicked poorly and
week
they
bowed
to the SoutlJ
nded
Hall managed to hold their slim gave the Rats the ball on the New in the Garden the other night to row night against Miami. This
kick went wild. The half
Georgia Teachers of Tifton, Geor,
retain his crown. He decidedly ! game is the most important of the
Advertise i
soon after with a flurry of incom- six point margin, a pass from Reid Smyrna 24-yard line. Moore skirt- whipped the Fargo Express in six ; schedule, and we all want our team
gia, by a 19-6 score.
to Dunlop, to win. Reid, Camp,
plete Tar passes.
d left end for a first down on the [of the ten rounds, while two were i to win. The lack of cheering is
In an exchange of punts follow- and Dunlop starred for Chase, 10-yard line. Carmody was tac-1
ed evenly. Petrolle has beat- | not due to the fact that we are
ing the opening of the second half, with Kuhns, Eussell, and Durkee kled behind the line of scrimmage
more champions without ever ^ indifferent as to whether we win
outstanding
players
in
the
Kappa
Ray Miller got off a long one
next play. Fassett made
or not, but rather to some inhibiwhich bounced outside on the Phi Sigma attack. Ben Kuhns, three yards on the next plunge having held than any man in the
tion that the students seem to have
Teachers' 3-yard line. Shaw, the breaking away on a long end run through center and Moore made game. He probably had his last
chance against Canzoneri, and he against cheering. Well, let's all
right tackle, who was punting for in the final quarter, was tossed
ight yards on another end run. took a decisive licking. The cham- forget our inhibitions and go out
heavily
by
Reid
of
Chase
Hall
and
Georgia State, booted back to his
With the ball on the 1-yard line,
was all over him almost the to the game and cheer and cheer.
own 32-yard stripe. The Tars was forced to leave the game in
Carmody failed on an attempt entire fight, driving punishing We have a good chance of wingained 20 yards in the exchange. a rather unsteady condition. With
through the center of the line. lefts and rights to his face and ning, so let's do our bit to BEAT
the
ball
on.
Chase'
two-yard
line,
Aided by two first downs, the RolNew Smyrna kicked out of danger body. Petrolle was hopelessly out- MIAMI!
lins team punched its way to the the Kappa Phi Sigma's failed to
to their own 30-yard line and Rol- classed, but he put up a game fight
nine-yard line. A penalty for off- make good their opportunity when
J. believe you love
lins opened up a passing attack
to the very end.
side brought them back to the 14- Russell dropped the tying pass ber, after two failures to gain
that old pipe better
Intra-mural Touch Football
yard line. A sortie around end hind the goal line. The game endground
Moore
again
made
a
subthan you do tnel"
The Rollins intra-mural sport
netted eight yards to place them ed a few moments later.
stantial gain around end fo:
again within easy scoring distance.
yards. The quarter ended as
After Miller had tried vainly to
Third
Quarter
Twelve
mody flipped a beautiful pass to
pierce the line, Horton called for
New Smyrna kicked off and Wednesday morning for the first
Moore who received on the 13-yard
a pass on last down. Doyle faded
le. Rollins 0; New Smyrna 0. Pepper took the ball on his ZO- meeting of the new women's swimback and catapulted the ball over
yard line. Eluding two tacklers he ming classes, under the instruction
the goal line to- waiting Dick
Second Quarter
started off on a beautiful broken- of Fleet Peoples. These classes.
Washington, who downed it for the
Fassett made 5 yards through field dash which ended over the which ire open only to women faIn the finals of the intramural the line which brought the ball to goal-line. Carmody's pass to Fassecond Rollins tally. The try for
culty nembers, the wives of facrew championships held Monday [ the 8-yard line. On the next play sett for the extra point was batpoint failed. Score, 12-0.
culty r lembers and to house mothon Lake Maitland, the boat stroked
The remainder of the game saw by John Cudmore managed to ' Moore, on an off-tackle smash, ted down. Rollins 18; New Smyrill meet hereafter each
a tired Teacher team strive man- stave off a last minute spurt by placed the ball on the 1-yard line. na 0. Later on in the 4th quar- Wedne day morning at eleven
fully to prevent a complete white- Captain George Edwards' boat to Carmody plunged through center ter, after having been hurrjed by o'clock.
"Our purpose," Fleet said,
washing. Several times the shif- win by a quarter of a length. It for the first score of the game. aggressive Frosh linesmen. New
Fassett failed to convert. Rollins Smyrna's kick was smothered by to give the women on the campus
ty, powerful Bowling threatened
was a perfect day for a race with 6; New Smyrna 0. Fassett kicked Winant who fell on the ball over
to shake loose. But fumbles and
a thorough training in swimming
practically no wind, while the lake off and Whelan tackled hard on the goal-line. Rollins 25; New
a determined defense by the Rol- _,__^ ^_^
and to provide them with a regutiooth as glass. The two the New Smyrna 20-yard line. Smyrna 0.
lins team squelched each sign of | gj^g^jg jj
lar form of group exercise. There
ded for the starting line Two penalties were incurred on
an extended advance. Penalties,
The
entire
team
showed
a
fightwill be two classes, one for the beat four-thirty, but Cudmore's boat the first two plays and after havgreat factor in holding t^j^g ^roj^j, ^ rudder, and it was ing a pass grounded the oppon- ing spirit which it has apparently ginners and one for the intermem down in their o'
section of quarter of six before a temporary ents kicked to the Rollins* 4-yard lacked in previous games and also diates. Both groups will meet at
displayed the sort of precision and the same time." Fleet is being
field. The Tars
their part rudder was finally rigged on his line.
Moore again got away
took few chances. Failing to take ,boat. Cudmore's boat jumped off around left end for 15 yards. Car- teamwork which marks a winning assisted by Miss Weber.
advantage of recovering a Teacher to a better start and an early lead mody smashed through tackle for eleven. In the line Pepper and
Whelan at the end positions continOldest Swedish Voter
fumble on the three-yard I
which was almost a length at the another first down on the next
Stockholm (UP) — The oldest
Tars then contented themselves I halfway point. But here Captain play bringing the ball to the 30- ually hurried the New Smyrna
with holding intact their comforta- Edwards' boat began to close in, yard line. Ganson was smeared backs and hit them behind the line voter in ,the recent elections in
for losses. Cooper and Hines Stockholm was a former building
ble lead of 12 points.
raising their stroke to thirty by behind the line on the next play and
Dick Washington, Ed Cruger, the end of the race, only to miss Fassett went off-tackle for 8 yards showed up well as did Winant in contractor by the name of Linne.
sind Bud Childs, all cripples of out by about five feet. The time to regain the ground. Whitelaw the center of the line. Carmody He was 102 years old and was esand Moore romped through for corted to the polls by his daughvarying degrees, deserve plenty f was 6:00.
romped around left end for 8
gains behind driving interference
a woman of 79.
credit for the fine work they acyards but New Smyrna tightened
and
Fassett showed up well on line
complished. Sent in the game to
Needle Removed After 3 Years up on the next play and held Gan- plunges. Although the passing atbreak up the Teachers' offense
Search for $6,000 Fails
son
for
no
gain.
Carmody
went
Bellingham, Ore. (UP)—-Three
tack was considerably weaker than
which seemed certain to culminate
Tyndall, S. D. (UP)—A frantic
through the line for 5 yards and
in a touchdown, they held the years ago Charles James swallow- Whitelaw knifed through the line that displayed against Tampa, Cararch for $6,000 in currency that
Teachers in check, and furnished ed a needle. Recently it was re- for eight more on the next play. mody still holds an additional scor- had been hidden in a wheat bin
the foundation for the Rollins moved from between the third and Fassett failed to gain, but Gan- ing threat in that department. failed to produce the money when
With a few remaining games it is
fourth fingers of his right hand.
scoring efforts.
son took the ball around right end
bin burned recently. The sum
bet that the Freshmen will
Dan Contini played his usual
and raced to a touchdown on the
of $4,000 hidden in the house was
p well and uncover some
Cotton Crop Below Average
stellar role. On the other end.
east sideline. A dropkick was
d, it was reported.
good
material
for
next
year's
varHoxie, Ark. (UP)—Farmers of wide for the extra point and the
Bud Childs sTione. They both siftity.
ed through the Teachers offense this section, after picking the ear- score stood Rollins 12; New Smyr- Rollins
Church Houses Four Sects
to stop ball carriers before they lier cotton, estimate this season's na 0. Fassett's kickoff rolled over Whelan
New Smyrna
Portland, Me. (UP)—Park street
got away. All the gains that the production will be from 50 to 60 the goal line and the ball was Hn
Phillips, W. hurch has been occupied succesper
cent
of
an
average
crop.
State backs were able to get were
brought out to the 20-yard line. Rake
Gable, S. ively by Methodists, Unitarians,
through the line, and not around
Whelan smeared an end run and Winant
Bell Presbyterians, and Hellenic Orthothe line. The State punt receiver Morris, W.
Riggs Cooper stopped the following line- Coope
Catholics.
Phillips
L jwZ it pinch by pinch;
was nailed in his tracks more, of- Roger, G.
Thrift plunge at the line of scrimmage. Worthen
Reilly
pack it tight; strike a
ten than not.
Sealover
Sullivan Rollins was offside on the next Pepper
Golbreath
Novel Contest to Be Staged
match—Granger smokes
Line up;
Brack play and the opponents tried a Fassett
Tourtellote
Foster
Cumberland, Wis. (UP)—A prize
cool and lasts longer.
Roll
Bowling pass for the remaining five yards Whitelaw*
Teachers Horton
RH
Mendall for eating the greatest amount of
lOc
Spears
Hale Rogers, W
Contini
RE
LH
Smith rutabagas will be offered for the
Fulford
Shaw Doyle
RT
first down. However, the pass Carmody
Fisher, J.
Sibsby, V. first time at the annual harvest
Oliffl Miller
Mobley grounded as the half ended.
Moore
Malone
Shoesmith festival here.
YOU CAN DEPEND ON A LIGGETT & MYERS PRODUCT

ROGEfiSTUflNS

First Meeting Held in
Women's Swim Class

Intra-Mural Crew
Race Final Is Won
By Cudmore's Crew

Vrranger is made
solely for pipes.
Granger is not a
cigarette tobacco.
Grangierismade of
White Burley-tobacco
- t h e best tobacco for
pipes. J u s t try i t !

